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BEAR ATTACK!
Aggies take big
homecoming loss
to Morgan State

CONGO WEEK PREVIEW
Students get ready for week of activities
dedicated to helping war torn country
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HOMECOMING

Miss A&T
gets huge
coronation
surprise

WEDNESDAY

THE STUDENT NEWS >APER OF NORTH CAROLINA A&T

Homosexual couples
on campus forced to keep
theirrelationships secret

RELATIONSHIPS

*

RACE TO 1600*

Rumors

confuse
potential
voters
JASMINE JOHNSON

LaPORSHA LOWRY

Register Reporter

Contributor

The coronation of the new
Miss A&T is one ofthe cornerstone events of Homecoming
Week.
The queen's official crowning is an elaborate SGA production that is put together to showcase the story ofher life and her
talents. Tanisha Fordham was
on
honored
Thursday, Oc-

tober 9th with
her

corona-

tion ceremony

as Miss A&T

2008-2009 in

Corbett
Sports Center.

This year's
coronation
became

Fordham

one

remember, complete with a
dramatic video presentation and
even a marriage proposal.
The gym was decorated with
the full sophistication suitable
for a queen. "Aggies Journey
up the Stairway Home" was the
theme, which was a reflection
of Fordham's strong faith and
Christianity. She said, "I pray
that (the production) showed
God's face to someone."
The stage was complete with
a golden cloth-covered throne,
angel statues, and a cloudy bluesky backdrop. Special quests
were seated on a stage opposite
to the queen's platform, which
included Chancellor Stanley F.
Battle, former Miss A&Ts, and
royal courts from Johnson C.
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� See CORONATION on Page 2

ignored in theBlack community, but they still exist,
GAY DATING Two A&T studentsface many challenges because of theirpersonal lives. Homosexual relationships are largely

DEXTER MULLINS

Asst. Managing Editor

The

world has its share of cultural
discrimination, but one very taboo
form ofthis discrimination lies in
the world of same sex relationships.
From religiously structured childhoods to radical ways ofthinking, society
has treated individuals involved in such
relationships in less than equal ways.
Hate crimes have taken place, and secondary citizenship has become a way of
life for some members ofthe gay and lesbian community. For three students, the
time for this discrimination has come to
an end, and they are openly talking about
the world they live in each day.
"I think the biggest problem for

black gay people is the suppression and
discrimination and not being able to be
comfortable in their own skin," sophomore chemistry major John Smith said.
"It's not the social norm and people don't
know how to accept it. It's amplified by
the religious community."
In a community where discrimination
and differential treatment are historical
issues, Smith feels that there should be
a little more understanding and tolerance
ofthe issue. Knowing that black people
are some of the most widely discriminated against, Smith says there are probably two reasons why black people treat
homosexuality the way they do.
"One is to make the black community feel as though they are above at least
someone," Smith said. "Also, everyone

always uses the Bible as a reference and
just like most people, black, white or
whatever, they don't know how to deal
with something that they don't understand, so instead ofasking questions they
attack it."
Smith isn't alone in his reasoning.
Sophomore history professional & political science major William Roberts says
that not only isreligion a huge part ofthe
issue, but miseducation is as well.
"We have stereotypes ofthe gay community, and that's all we see and want to
know," Roberts said. "The stereotypes,
such as gay men wear women's clothes
and are overly flamboyant, are a huge
problem. Although lots ofthe gay 'com-

� SeeSAMESEXowPflge2

Rumors continue to fly just
weeks before the 2008 Presidential Election regarding what
voters can and cannot do while
at the polls.
Recently, many voters have
been wrongfully informed via
text message or email that Barack Obama t-shirts or paraphernalia cannot be worn to the
polls. These messages also tell
people that if the t-shirts etc.
are worn, voters will be turned
away from the polls and willnot
be allowed to vote. Even taking it a step further, some false
texts have voters believing that
the police will escort the voter
to jail.
Although is no apparent way
to find where the rumor originated, one source explained the
rumor came from the Steve Harvey Morning show. The rumor
is a misunderstanding of truthful regulations at the polls. The
regulations state that workers at
the polls are not allowed to wear
t-shirts or paraphernalia.
"We have heard a ton of
that," said Deputy Director of
Guilford County Board ofElections Charley Collicutt. "The
rumor is taking the rule an extra

step."

The rumor Collicutt mentioned is one that states that
those who are campaigning for
either Presidential candidate
must stand 50 feet away from
the polls.
"But if a voter is waving

� See VOTING on Page 3

Convocation celebrates 112 years of Aggie excellence
grams," said Battle
The U.S. economy's crisis
Editor In Chief
causes the need for adjustments
for any institution and students.
Aggie athletes, SGA, stuFor Chancellor Battle, this adds
historic
dents with honors,
to the immediacy of having
alumni, and the rest ofthe Aggie
strong academic programs and
Family all came together last
scholars to offer to future stuThursday for the Chancellor's
the
classroom.
dents.
Fall Convocation.
After the opening from the
Now, starting his sophomore
"It's always a proud moment
Dr. Franklin E. McChancellor,
Chanyear at the University,
to come back to A&T and a cataanother
member of
Cain,
Sr.
Battle
this
opened
year's
cellor
lytic experience," said McNeil.
"Greensboro
Four"
who is
the
imthe
by
explaining
ceremony
Band
University
The A&T
serenaded the people while they portance ofrecognizing A&T's the Chairman for the Board of
up to the
were getting seated, including accomplishments in academics, Trustees was called
effipodium
and
more
buildings
one ofthe Greensboro Four, Jo- new
McCain started off by saycient classrooms thus far.
seph McNeil.
"We are at a challenging time ing that A&T is on a divine
The Fall Convocation in 2007
was a year of new beginnings. with the financial demands, thus course and only thing constant
Chancellor Stanley F. Battle the importance ofacademic pro- is change and that voting in the
AASIYA TOWNSELL

came into the University with a
lot of "in-house" cleaning to do
from the previous Chancellor.
He also introduced the Dowdy
Scholarship to reward all the incoming freshmen with excelling
academic performance, which
motivated students to exceed in

ONLINE
HOMECOMING
CONCERT PICS

theYARD

Keep up with breaking news on

Mike Epps brings laughter to a
sold out Corbett Sports Center
during this years Homecoming
comedy show.

our Web site. Slideshows, videos
and more are available
online

www.ncatregister.com

COMEDY SHOW
= BIG LAUGHS
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November 4th election isan Aggie's duty.
He then goes on to say that
he speaks to his ancestors about
the obstacles that Black America struggles with today and ask
what can he do to make a difference

To him, his ancestors are not
only passed family members
but also, passed black-historic
leaders such as Harriet Tubman,
Marcus Garvey and Thurgood
Marshall.
With that, he spoke about
their leadership in Black society
and how they paved the way for
this day ofhaving the first Black

� See CONVOCATION on Page 3

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS

CONVO CATION ChancellorStanley F. Battle speaks at theConvocation Oct. 9,2008 at
HarrisonAuditorium. This was Battle's time to recognize theachievemets of the University.

theWORD
THE CHANGING
FACE OF HBCU'S

theSCORE
AGGIES GET
BEAR ATTACKED

theSCENE
HOMECOMING
FASHION SHOW

A&T is not just a university for
black students. It's time we all
started acting like we live in the
21st century.

Aggies get clawed by a fleet of
Bears on Homecoming, leading to
another embarassing homecoming

Homecoming Talent Explosion included a Fashion Show presented

PAGE 6

game, with a score of 3-41.

PAGE 7

by Verge Modeling Troupe and

local designers.
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WEATHER
WEDNESDAY

High:

*VW*

82°

Low

THURSDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 87°

FRIDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 71°
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Homosexual couples still hiding
their relationships in Aggieland
are supposed to love one an-

SAME SEX From page 1

other?"

munity' on this campus, and
everywhere, fit this stereotype,
people should understand that
gay people just want the same
respect as straight people.

PHOTOBY KENNETH HAWKINS

RobertAlston proposed to MissA&T TanishaFordham at coronation on Thursday, October 9,2008
in Corbett Sports Center.Tanisha Fordham accepted his offerand plans to marry summer 2009.

depicting Fordham being surrounded by bad influences such
as smoking and alcohol.
As she walked out, she was
Smith University and WinstonSalem State University. Master covered in a black robe as dark
of Ceremonies Dexter Mullins angels tried to get to her but
hosted the occasion, which bewere defeated. When she argan with a prayer and a special rived at her throne, she disrobed, uncovering her beautiful
scripture reading.
of
Students
white dress.
Judy
Dr.
Dean
Fordham was presented with
Rashid took the stage to recognize the special guests in atten- her crown by Johnson and took
dance
her first walk to the song "Superwoman" by Alicia Keys beBefore moving into the coronation of the new Miss A&T, fore she sat on her throne. The
Candace Michelle Johnson took organizational kings and queens
her final walk as Miss NC A&T then honored her with a waltz.
State University 2007-2008.
In her royal address, she
The royal court, which in- thanked God and her supportcludes Senior Class Queen Emiers in her own unique poetic
lee Christopher, Junior Class and musical style. "Look how
Queen Jaleeza Kent, Sophomore far the Lord has brought us"
Class Queen Carla Saunders, was arecurring statement as she
Freshman Class Queen Nicole spoke about her faith and how it
Reynolds, and royal attendants is always right to do the Lord's
Natalie Gwishiri, Sa'Troya work and be grateful for what
He has done.
Truss and Jerrod Johnson, enDr. Rashid allowed special
tered the gym to the song "I'll
Take You There" by the Staple guests to present Miss A&T
with tributes. SGA members,
Singers.
As each member ofthe court other royal courts, family and
made their individual entrance, friends stood before the queen
they performed each part ofthe and gave their loving remarks.
song where they defeated "dark The most exciting tribute came
from boyfriend Robert Alston,
angels and demons", correlating with the theme selected by who recited Bible verses and
Fordham.
loving remarks before shocking
In a special interlude, Tif- the crowd by presenting Fordfany Riddick gave a spoken ham with a marriage proposal.
word performance, and then the Of course, she said yes.
"This couldn't have been a
organizational kings and queens
were introduced to the song better night for me. What girl
"Meant to Live", performed by wouldn't wantto be proposed to
Switchfoot. There was a special like that?"
ensemble from the classic "The
With closing remarks from
Color Purple" accompanied Chancellor Battle and SGA
with a slideshow composed by President Marcus Bass, the
Fordham.
crowd was left with only posiRiddick returned for a fi- tive impressions from the cernal spoken word performance, emony.
followed by a presentation of
Alease Duncan, a junior
Fordham's original oratory political science and public
"Ego Tripping", which she per- relations major from Capital
formed at the NBCA Hall of Heights, Md. said, "I thought
Fame pageant in Atlanta. A fi- it was really nice. I liked the
nal dance tribute to the gospel theme, the spoken word and the
song, "Prodigal Son" was perway that they narrated everyformed, and then Miss North thing. I thought it was very nice
Carolina A&T State University that Rob proposed to Tanisha
2008-2009 made her entrance. and it was shocking."
Her boyfriend, Robert Alston,
With Fordham wearing two
escorted her.
crowns and an engagement ring,
There was a dramatic video there are only great things to be
presentation as she came out, expected from the rising star.

CORONATION From page 1
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"We're born black, which
is already one strike. We're
men in a white man's society,
which is strike two. And we're
gay? That's three strikes."
Add to the list of stereotypes things like this: gay men
are all looking for sex, or that
gays and lesbians have more
STD's, and you have on your
hands discrimination waiting
to happen.
Senior motorsports and
NASCAR major Joshua Lewis
says that same-sex relationships are not right. He says it's
not so much the concept as itis
the heritage ofAfrican Americans that make it wrong.
"Most black people are not
raised that way. It goes back
to heritage and background,"
Lewis said. "Our ancestors
disapproved ofit, so they disapprove ofit. I think that it's a
matter ofpersonal opinion."
Things often get worse
when gays and lesbians try to
"come out" to their friends.
They are often met with backlash and disgust. With so many
things making their livestyle a
form of being an outcast, not
having the support oflove ones
can be devastating.
"For me it's always been
that element of 'oh this is just
something that you are going
through for now,'" said sophomore biology major Michelle
Dyson.

" People think 'this is a
phase and then you will grow
out of it and marry a man.' I
think it's because black people
don't think that you can justbe
gay. They think it's something
you elect to do as opposed to
something that is in you. They
are shocked by it."
Between lack of support,
being cast out, and the violent
hate crimes and mistreatment
ofhomosexual people, Roberts
and Smith feel these factors
contribute the 30 percent ofall
teen and youth suicides, which
are gay and lesbian individuals, based on a study by the
U.S. Department ofHealth and
Human Services.
"A lot of times gay men
feel like they have a standard
to meet, and if they tell their

fathers, the issue becomes areality to the family that they are
gay," Smith said. "They feel
like they would be abandoned
by their family once they tell
them."
It is especially difficult for
a male to tell his father figure,
without enduring some type of
shame.
"You always feel like you
failed them in some kind of
way," Roberts said. "Every
father wants their son to be
the athletic, strong, intelligent
male. The provider. When peo-

ple hear gay, they think weak,
effiminate little faggot, which
is just as controversial and insulting as the wordnigger, so it
should not be used."
If the playing field wasn't

already uneven, itis more slanted for females than for males.
For some reason, it seems to be
more acceptable for a woman
to be a lesbian than for a man
to be gay.
"Straight men think that
it is sexy for women to like
women," Dyson said. "People
that don't want to acknowledge that they know gay men
or don't really want to get to
know them. They just look at
it as nasty."
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With so much discrimination and hatred, getting away
is the only outlet for many gay
and lesbian students. Roberts
says that being gay can almost
completely sever the already Intramural Flag Football
Hollandbowl
endangered black family unit.
4 p.m.
"You separate yourself
from it (the family). You feel
OSL 08-09 Meeting
you have to emotionally deHines HalkAuditorium 100
tach," he said. "Going to col- 6 p.m.
lege was one ofthe best things
for me, because I don't have
that awkward silence with my Student Senate Meeting
Memorial Student Union
parents that is usually present
Room 005
when you are there."
Roberts, Smith and Dyson 7 p.m.
PHOTO BYLEROY V. M1KELL III
Two A&Tstudents are no longer afraid to talk are just two of the many students on campus who are gay
about their sexuality.
or lesbian. They are also some College Democrats Interest
Meeting
The issue of secondary of the few who are willing to Memorial Student Union
treatment is still very real. discuss the issue. Many stu- Room 214
Roberts used the black church dents, Roberts says, live dou7 p.m.
as an example when he started ble lives just to get their daytalking about the type of equalto-day activities done. He says Mr. Gamma Pageant
that they don't feel as if they Memorial Student Union
ity that gays have in the comwould get the same amount of Exhibit Hall
munity.
"Is it equality or different respect if they were to just be 7:22 p.m.
types of equality?" Roberts themselves.
asked. "Most black people like
"We give 'boy' (acting
to separate the gayrights from straight) to get our day to day
the rights of other black people activities done," he said. "Our
instead of seeing equality as a private lives are private, just
whole unit."
like everyone else's. Everyone
Roberts also sees religion has secrets."
as a huge obstacle that must
It's not just the males that
be overcome. With the church have to wear the masks of dif- State Political Forum
Classroom Building: A218
playing such a prominent role ferent personalities. Dyson has General
7 p.m.
in the black community, the also had to shelter her true perimpact it can have is huge.
son here on campus in order to
"The black church in gen- function as any other student
eral was at one point helping, would.
"Some people talk about
through the civil rights movement," Roberts said. "But it the issue, but some people
seems the train has slowed just don't care," Lewis said.
down."
"I don't think it's a big prob- Volleyball v. Norfolk State
Smith also agrees that the lem because there are so many Corbett Gymnasium
church has a huge roll to play (same-sex relationships) on 6 p.m.
in the way black people treat campus."
black gays. In Smith' mind,
Dyson, however, says that
it's all in how we approach the a lot of people do care. They
situation, and the way people care so much that she has had
approach the issue these days to play dualroles frequently.
"I have had to hide myself
often leads to the discrimination.
on campus when I do presenta"I think churches are hin- tions, when I was trying out for Enviornment Youth Summit
Memorial Student Union
dering the progress of equality Gospel Choir and Perfect HarRoom
because of how much people mony, but a lot of the boys in 6 p.m. 214
emphasize on how wrong hogospel choir are very open to
mosexuality is, yet the bible alternative lifestyles," Dyson
states that all sins are supposed said.
to be equal in the eyes of God,"
"I'm lucky enough to be a
he said.
'pretty lesbian,' so ifI want to
"Most sins, like smoking dress like a boy I can, and I can
and drinking (destroying the look good as a girl. Some girls
temple or being a drunkard), can only look good as a thug,
are considered acceptable. W and I feel bad for them. I feel
don't punish those people who like it should be my decision
cheat (commit adultery), but as to when I have to dress like Academic Excellence Series
when it comes to homosexua girl. I don't have a problem Memorial Student Union
Ballroom
we
deal with it by hatred dressing like a girl, but I don't Stallings
ality
p.m.
and attack, which is what the like when I am told to dress 7
AONfi
church promotes."
like a girl."
Lewis however, sees things
One thing that Smith and
from another point of view.
Roberts both agree on is that
"I disagree with same-sex it is better to be yourself. They
relationships, because it's morsay pretending is only hurting
ally wrong," Lewis said. "In a you in the long run.
Fall Break
biblical sense, it's just wrong.
"What's the point of beThat's why God created Adam ing yourselfpart time?" Smith
and Eve, not Adam and Adam, said. "If you can't always be
or Eve and Eve."
yourself than what's the point
And being gay in the church ofbeing yourself at all?
is no new topic. Roberts point"It's either be the real pered out how often there will be son you are or be that fake pergay people in the church choir son the rest ofyour life and be
or serving in some capacity for that unhappy being someone
the church. Smith says he just you aren't. It doesn't make
cannot understand how anyone sense for you to be unhappy
who was gay could possibly being another person versus
support the very church that being happy with yourself and
Fall Break
does not support them.
like the things you like."
Even though he disagreed
"I think it is very contradictory because of how much on values, Lewis does agree
churches emphasize homosexthat people should be themualitybeing a sin. They support selves.
the belief ofthe very thing that
"I used to be really hopreaches that they as homosexmophobic, but I'm not as bad
ual people be abolished.
as I used to be. I have gay
"I don't support the idea. friends. More or less, I think
I believe in God, but I do not it's a choice, because everyagree with everything in the body decides on what they
Bible because I don't think want. If they are comfortable Edito's Note: Due to the sensitive nature
God would preach hatred with themselves they don't of this topic, some ofthe students'names
and majors have been changed to protect
amongst each other. How can have to hide anything."
theiridentities.
you preach hatred when we
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CONVOCATION From page 1
Candidate nominated to run
for President to finally happen.

"Be ashamed to utter Aggie
Pride ifyou don't vote on November 4th," said McCain.
He also added that you
have betrayed humanity ifyou
don't get out and vote.
Following his remarks,
Marcus Bass, SGA President
reiterated what McCain said
and talked about the importance ofAggies voting for this
upcoming, historic election.
The audience was recep-

tive to opening remarks and
cheered the speakers on for
their words.
After the opening remarks
the Gospel Choir and Univer-

GOT NEWS?

sity Choir had a successful response from the audience with
their musical selection.
The Mayor for the city of
Greensboro, Yvonne Johnson,
who is also an A&T Alum,
was the main speaker for the
Convocation, who explained
that students are most important at this institution.
The people who were recognized during the ceremony
were Ms. A&T, Tanisha Fordham, Dr. Sullivan Welborne,
Vice Chancellor for StudentAffairs, Pamela L. Johnson,
National President of the
Alumni Association, Dr. Alton
Thompson, Interim Provost
and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
The convocation ended
with the Blue and Gold squad
Aggie Cheerleaders.

(336)

334-7700

the
Domestic Dispute
October 7th, 8:50 a.m
Vanstory Hall
A female student reported
that her ex-boyfriend would
not leave her room. The exboyfriend was transported from
campus. There were no criminal
charges. There were no injuries
reported.

Weapons Violation
October 11th, 3:30 p.m
Sullivan Street
A non-university related
male was found to be in possession of a weapon.The male was
charged and released without
incident. There is suspect and
witness information.
Vehicle Theft

October 13th, 8:00 a.m

Williams Cafeteria
A female staff member
reported person(s) unknown
removed a rented EZ-GO Golf
Cart from outside the WilMam's Cafeteria. Estimated
value of the stolen property is
$7,000.00. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time
Assault

October 11th, 4:00 a.m
Haley Hall Lot
A female student reported
that a male student assaulted
her.The victim, who sustained
minor injuries, refused medical treatment. There is suspect
and witness information but the
suspect has not been charged at
this time.

Robbery

October 13th, 12:30 p.m
Williams Cafeteria
A male student was a victim
of armed robbery in the WilNam's Cafeteria parking lot. The
two black male suspects took
the victims laptop computer and
caused a small laceration to his
lower lip. The estimated value
of the property taken is $1,500.
The male victim did not require
any medical assistance from
EMS.The case remains open

Larceny

October 13th, 6:20 p.m
Williams Cafeteria
A female non-resident
student reported person(s) unknown removed her purse while
attending class on the first
floor of the General Classroom
Building. Estimated value of the
stolen property is $450. There
are no suspects at this time.
Information
October 9th, 9:40 p.m
Williams Cafeteria
The University Police
responded to Aggie Suites in

reference to a female student
wanting to speak to an officer.
She reported that her former
boyfriend threw a bottle at her
while in the parking lot of the
Riverwalk Apts. She was not
struck or injured. She refused to
contact the Greensboro Police
Department or have a warrant
issued.

-

Compiled by Tiffany Adams

Epps and others bring big laughs
STACIE BAILEY

StaffWriter
Laughs flowed from Corbett
Sports Center Tuesday night as
the SGA hosted A&T's third
major homecoming event ofthe
week, the Comedy Show. The
show featured infamous comedian Mike Epps and "friends;"
June Bug and Charlotte's own,
Tone-X

The line had already begun
form outside as students
anxiously waited to get their
money's worth of laughs. Students had already begun piling
in as early as 5:30 p.m. for the
sold-out show that was not set
to begin until 7.
Security kept everything in
check while students, alumni,
families and friends entered the
event. DJ Red October boosted
the crowd's excitement by playing Hip Hop and R&B music
in addition to numerous shout
to

-outs.

As the lights dimmed and it
grew closer to show time, the

crowd settled down as SGA
president, Marcus Bass and
A&T grad student and alum,
Demar Rankin, took the stage to
present the show.
They recognized the student
government association as well
as others who helped put the
show together. Each class was
represented and the audience's
anticipation grew.
The host of the night, Charlotte radio personality and co-

median, Tone-X, began the
performance with a request for
an "Aggie Pride" from the audience and the response represented just that.
Before introducing the following acts, Tone-X had an act
ofhis own. He touched on some
ofthe most talked about topics,
such as gas prices, the presidential elections and more.
He joked about the diversity
on A&T's campus and poked
fun at some students in the audience, as he lifted the crowd
from their seats in laughter.
Next up was comedian
June Bug of Dallas, Texas. He
brought a new type of comedy
to the stage as he made fun of
PHOTO BYLEROYV. MIKELLMI
topics such as the elections and
his experiences with school.
Mike Epps performed his stand-up routine during the Homecoming Comedy Show at Corbett
The crowd gave mixed emoSports Center, October 7,2008 Epps has played many memorableroles over the years.
tions as his performance went
He ended his performance
on, but the steady anticipation members out offun andremindwith quotes from a few of his
ed everyone why they came.
for the man of the evening re"Mike Epps knows how to past movies and exited the stage
mained strong.
Red October brought Mike appeal to the audience," said leaving the crowd applauding
Epps dancing to the stage after sophomore print journalism and crying with laughter.
Although Epps was not availTone-X introduced his arrival. major, Jasmine Johnson from
Epps continued to dance as the Frankfort, Kentucky. "His stand- able for an interview following
music played and had already up allows for outside jokes not the show, his performance was
just the ones scripted."
set the mood for the remainder
enough to leave a lasting imofthe show.
His imitations had the crowd pression.
"I feel like he is different
His routine was nothing going while working the stage
short offunny as he joked about during his act. He emphasized from other comedians because
everything from "top-flight" listening to the older generation he never disappoints and you
police to the changes in today's as he did and the importance of never hear the same joke twice,"
music
said Melissa Arrington, a junior
staying in school.
"I'm proud ofya'll for going sociology major from Raleigh.
Epps didn't hold back on
his shout outs to the audience to school," Epps shouted. "A lot "[He's] always original and
real."
or his call outs for that matter. of people don't have the opportunity."
He picked on several audience

Aggies prepare for Congo Week events
and the Protestant University of

KAREN THOMPSON
News Editor

Kinshasa. Some- participating
countries are Guatemala, Korea,
Nigeria, Thailand, US Virgin Islands, Belgium, Columbia, Italy
and many more.
On Wednesday Oct. 22nd,
the Beta Epsilon chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha will hold their
Black and Gold Pageant, which
will be dedicated to the people
of the Congo. Tickets can be
purchased for seven dollars
at the ticket office located at

A&T will take part in hosting
the first ever Congo Week beginning October 22nd through
October 24th.

The actual dates ofthis international event begin on the
19th of October and end on
the 25th, however, due to fall
break, the campus will actually
be closed on Monday and Tuesday, but whenclasses resume on
Wednesday the 22nd, the events
will begin with the first to be
held in the Memorial Student
Union Stallings Ballroom.
Congo Week was created to
bring awareness to the on going
conflict happening in theDemocratic Republic of Congo. It is
estimated that 45,000 deaths occur in the DRC every month and
from 1996 until today, the total
numbers of deaths are at around
6 million.
The DRC is a country in central Africa with an estimated
population of 65 million people
and the second largest river and
rainforest in the world. Congo's
land is also rich in minerals, one
being coltan, which is used to
balance the electrical charges
in many electronics equipment
suchas cell phones, laptops, and
game consoles.
As a result of the high demand for this mineral, and
many others, Congo has been a
direct target by Rwandan rebel
militants and even Congolese
military who are aided by other powerful countries whose
corporations desperately need
the minerals found in Congo.
Consequently, armed conflict
continues, the death toll rises

Brown Hall.

PHOTO BY EVELYN

HOfKSTEIN (MO)

Madeleine Borive, 45, and her hubsand of 12 years, Louis Dheli in theTchomia displaced persons camp. In
war-scarred northeast Congo,tens ofthousands ofwomen and girls have been violated in the past decade.

and the brutal rape of women
grows, as the DRC is stripped
ofits natural resources.
Withthe help ofA&T organizations, and other national non-

profit organizations, Kambale
Musavuli, a Congolese native,
created Congo Week in order
to make college students and
the rest of the world aware of
the crisis occurring in his home
country.

Musavuli came to the United
States in 1998right after the war
began. Since this time, he has
watched from afar the killing
and raping of helpless women
who are in the hands ofmerciless rebels who are trained to
believe that the more they rape
the more they become invin-

cible

"It's devastating for me to
standby and see what is going
on in my country and not do
anything about it. I also believe
that more Congolese people here
in the US and in other countries
need to come together and fight
for our homeland. Only we can
truly bring about the change
that Congo so desperately needs
before our people and land become extinct.
Congo Week

is

an inter-

national event and the participation ranges from schools
like A&T, UNC-Greensboro,
UNC-Chapel Hill, American
University, University of Toronto. Canada, to Duke University,

Harvard

University,

On Thursday, October 23rd,
Campus Progress, a project of
the Center for American Progress, will sponsor a poetry night,
featuring Kahlil Almustafa and
other local poets. Friday, Oct.
24th, at 2:00 pm, a screening
of 'The Greatest Silence: Rape
in the Congo," by Lisa Jackson
will be the last event held in
Stallings. Congo Week will end
that night at Jabs Ultra Lounge
with an opening reception at
8:00pm and a "Jam Session" at
10:00 pm.
All campus events will be

held in the Memorial Student
Union Stallings Ballroom.
Organizations

sponsoring

Congo Week include the Association of African of Students,
the Black History Club, the
Multicultural Student Center
and Alpha Phi Alpha, Fraternity,
Inc.

Off campus organizations
are: Friends of the Congo and
Campus Progress. Students at
A&T and all over the world during this time are encouraged to
"Break the Silence" and let the
rest of the world know what is
going on in the Congo and pray
for peace in that country.

Rumors may confuse voters going into elections
VOTING From page 1
signs, handing out literature,
or holding placards, they will
asked to leave the line," continued Collicutt.
To be turned away from the
poll, if standing in line with paraphernalia ofa candidate on, is
a violation of all U.S. citizens'
first amendment.
A few variations of the rumors have spread however there
is no version which only includes candidate John McCain.
It always includes either both

defray people from voting. "
the candidates or only Obama.
To combat the rumors, the
Because the rumors mostly
Republican Party is working to involve Barack Obama, specueducate voters about the rules lations have arisen that the Rebefore the polls.
publican Party made up the lies
"We always try to educate to deter Obama voters from
our chairman and poll observcoming to the polls.
ers of the laws to follow," said
"That didnot come out ofthis
Brent Woodcox Director of office," said Woodcox. "And if
Communications and assistant any voter encounters a problem
legal council of the Republican because of simply wearing a
shirt, I encourage them to call
Party.
this office or any Board ofElec"Education is the most imtions."
portant access to legitimate
rules. We work according to the
Some facts voters may not
law and are trained by our Vic- know is that someone who is
tory staff. Hopefully this won't not registered to vote still has

the opportunity to do so
This person can register at
any early voting location, however they must vote early as
well. Those who chose sameday registration must show
proper documentation with a
current address to verity their
identification.
Only a small percentage of
voters will be asked to show
an I.D. However, if a voter is
asked to display an I.D. the documents can include a license,
phone bill, etc. as long as it is
something that shows the name

ofthe voter.
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McCain pitches $52.5B economic plan
BETH FOUHY
Associated Press Writer

—

BLUE BELL, Pa.
Republican
presidential candidate John
McCain on Tuesday proposed
a $52.5 billion economic plan
that would eliminate taxes on
unemployment benefits and cut
the capital gains tax while warning voters about taking a chance
on Democratic rival Barack
Obama.
"Perhaps never before »in history have the American people
been asked to risk so much
based on so little," McCain said
of his opponent during a speech
at a community college in this
Philadelphia suburb.
McCain also promised that as

president he would order the
Treasury Department to guarantee 100 percent ofall savings
for six months.
Such a guarantee, above the
$250,000 now in force, would
ease consumer fears of bank
failures and restore "rational'
judgment to the choices of the

market," he said

benefits, according to
the McCain campaign.

The Arizona senator,
who trails in the polls
on economic issues,
said, "The moment requires that government

If the

an increase on average
of nearly 10 percent,
the campaign said.
McCain also called
for cutting the tax rate
on capital gains in half,
down to 7.5 percent for two
years.
"This vital measure will pro-

act.

And as president I intend to act, quickly and
decisively."

McCain

McCain said President Bush's $250 billion plan to buy shares in the
nation's leading banks — which
helped stocks soar on Monday
— should be short-term and last
only until the institutions are reformed and put on a sound foot-

raise asset values,
help companies and shore up
the pension plans for workers
and retirees," he said.
McCain proposed lowering
the tax rate on Individual Retirement Accounts and 401 (k) plans
to the lowest rate, 10 percent, on
mote buying,

ing again

"When that is accomplished,"
McCain said, "government

will relinquish its interest in
these private companies.
We're going to get the govern-

the first $50,000 withdrawn.
The McCain campaign esti-

ment out of the business of bailouts and equity stakes and back
in the business of responsible

mated it would affect 9 million
people over the age of 60, but
the biggest benefit would go to
the highest income seniors.
"Sen. McCain also shows

regulation."

More than 3.6 million Americans received

government

eliminated taxes on unemployment benefits,
recipients would see

unemployment

LA. wildfire size doubles
SHAYA TAYEFE MOHAJER
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES

—

Powerful
winds stoked three major wildfires on Tuesday morning after
destroying dozens of homes,
forcing thousands to flee and
killing two people.
The fires have charred more
than 20 square miles in suburban Los Angeles and northern
San Diego County in three
days, with the fiercest blazes
burning in the San Fernando
Valley.
More than 2,000 firefighters
and a fleet of water- and retar-

dant-dropping aircraft battled
fierce flames Tuesday morning. Intense winds caused a fire
in the west end of the valley to
double in size from 5,000 to
nearly 10,000 acres overnight,
fire officials said.
A second fire at the northeast
end of the valley was 70 percent contained on Tuesday, Inspector Paul Hartwell said. Officials reduced the acreage to
4,800 acres from 5,300 acres.
About 3,000 homes remain
evacuated and winds could return in the afternoon, Hartwell

The
A&T
Register holds
contributor
meetings
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5 p.m. in the

GCB room
328A.

said. Santa Ana winds were

gusting at 50 mph in parts of
the valley Tuesday morning,
county fire officials said.
Authorities lifted an evacuation order for about 1,000
homes threatened by a wildfire
on Camp Pendleton Tuesday
but said another 500 homes
sitting on the border with the
Marine base are to remain vacated

On the base, Marine Cpl.

Priscilla Vitale said the fire
has scorched more than 3,000
acres and was about 25 percent

contained Tuesday. The fires
that started Monday on the

base's training ranges were not
caused by any type of military
training, Vitale said.
"The fire wants to make its

way to the coast, and we're
going to do our level best to
stop it," said Los Angeles Fire
Department spokesman Brian

Humphrey. "Two-thirds of our
department is on the line."
Traffic was snarled when the
118 Ronald Reagan Freeway

closed in both directions for

the second time as flames and
smoke approached the roadway, the California Highway

Patrol said. It reopened after
about an hour Tuesday, morn-

ing.

The freeway was the scene of
a fatal wreck Monday when a
tow truck rear-ended a car and

killed the driver. California
Highway Patrol Officer Ice-

land Tang said traffic stalled
because firefighters were going
by as fire neared the route.
A second fatality was discovered Monday in the rugged

canyonlands below the mountainous Angeles National Forest. The victim was a man who
appeared to be a transient living with a dog in a makeshift

shelter, officials said. Mayor
Anthony Villaraigosa said it
would take some time to iden-

tify the victim.
Authorities, confirmed more
than 36 mobile homes burned
in the west end of the valley
and 19 structures
some of
them homes were destroyed
at

—

—

the northeast end. Commer-

cial sites burned in both fires.
Fire officials, alerted other

communities in Simi Valley
and Malibu as an ominous
plume streamed over neighborhoods and far out to sea.

Make your Mark,
Find your Identity
with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation
The FBI is looking for a diverse group of juniors
and seniors who represent a wide range of
majors including Computer Science,
Engineering, Intelligence, Physical Sciences,
Accounting/Finance, Foreign Languages, Area
Studies, Financial Management, Military and
Law Enforcement, and critical languages. Your
education and relative skills have a place for you
within today's FBI. Learn how you can Uncover
the Opportunities by logging on to
www.fbijobs.gov.
Aggies Professionally Preferred Advertising
Agency will be hosting an FBI awareness
session from 11-3pmat Stallings Ballroom
on October 28,2008

edVenture;

\ partners

how little he understands the
economy by offering lower
capital gains rates in a year in
which people don't have an awful lot of capital gains," Obama
campaign spokesman Bill Bur-

responded. "His trickledown, ideological recipes won't
strengthen our economy and
grow our middle-class." Burton
ton

added that the McCain plan provides "no tax relief at all to 101

million hardworking families,
including 97 percent of senior
citizens, and it does nothing to
cut taxes for small businesses or
give them access to credit."
Obama's economic plan announced Monday called for
suspending the tax on unemployment benefits as well as extending benefits.
The Democrat also for a 90day moratorium on home foreclosures at some banks, a twoyear tax break for businesses
that create new jobs and for allowing people to withdraw up

to $10,000 from their retirement
accounts without any penalty

this year and next
McCain called the withdrawal

provision "an invitation to capi-

tal flight."
McCain kept up a drumbeat of
criticism for Obama's economic

plans, particularly his promise
to cut taxes for everyone making less than $200,000 a year.

Obama "now presents himself
as a tax cutter and champion of
middle-class America," McCain
said
"But he can't turn a record of
supporting higher taxes into a
credible promise to cut taxes.
What he promises today is the
opposite of what he has done his
entire career."

McCain reiterated his plan for
the government to buy up bad
mortgages at full face value and
renegotiate them at a lower rate,
although the proposal has been
widely criticized by conservatives as a bailout for bad lendMcCain's speech came after
two days of mixed signals from
his campaign on whether he

intended to offer any new economic proposals at all.
He finally issued the new plans
a day after Obama unveiled his,
leaving McCain to appear as
though he were playing catchup.
The two candidates unveiled
their plans ahead of Wednes-

day's third and final presidential

debateand with justthree weeks
to Election Day.
McCain's proposal comes as

Republican campaign veterans
say he needs to do more than
just criticize Obama in an economic environment that favors
Democrats
Recent polling shows Obama
with an edge on which candidate can do a better job handling
the economy.
Obama leads in pre-election
polls in enough states to be
within reach of the 270 Electoral College votes needed for

victory while McCain is being
forced to defend Republican
turf where polls show the race
close
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U.S. implements rescue plan for economic crisis
MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Major stock
markets around the world rose
for the first time in days Monday
as the U.S. said it plans to swiftly implement a broad financial
rescue package and Europe put
almost $2 trillion on the line to
break the lending logjam threatening the world's economy.
The

Bush

administration

summoned executives from
leading banks to a meeting in
Washington Monday afternoon
to work out details of the $700
billion plan aimed at thawing

the credit markets — the economy's lifeblood.
Stock markets around the
world rose. The Dow Jones industrials gained more than 500
points in a rebound from days of

staggering losses

package Congress passed on

European markets rallied following Asia's lead in response
to the widespread government

Oct. 3.

initiatives.

"These are tough times for
our economies yet we can be
confident that we can work our
way through these challenges
and America will continue to
work closely with the other nations to coordinate our response
to this global financial crisis,"
President Bush said following
a meeting with Italian Premier
Silvio Berlusconi.
Treasury Department spokeswoman Brookly McLaughlin
said officials from the Treasury
Department and the Federal Reserve would participate in the
meeting at the Treasury Department

The discussions are aimed at
finalizing details on the rescue

The package has quickly expanded from purchasing financial firms' bad debt to include
the government taking partial
ownership in banks, among other possible steps.

Over the weekend, Paul-

son called the heads of the five
biggest U.S. banks to come to

Washington for face-to-face
talks about the rescue plan, according to people briefed on the
matter.

They were not authorized to
speak publicly because of the
sensitivity of the negotiations.
Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd
Blankfein, Morgan Stanley
CEO John Mack, Citigroup
CEO Vikram Pandit, JPMorgan Chase & Co. CEO Jamie
Dimon, and Bank of America
Corp. CEO Kenneth Lewis were

all asked to attend
There was some speculation
that Paulson might have ex-

panded the invitation to at least
three other CEOs from various
regional banks, the people said.
It was expected that whatever comes out of the meeting
will be used to put the finishing
touches on the plan, the people
said

The discussions take place
against the backdrop of a presidentialelection, withabout three
weeks left before Americans go
to the polls.
The administration's interim bailout package chief,
Neel Kashkari, said early Monday the government is moving
quickly to implement the rescue
program, including consulting
with private law firms on how
to buy stakes in banks to boost
their cash reserves.

He spoke as The Bank of measures
England, the European Central
Pledges by Britain, GermaBank and the Swiss National ny, France, Spain, Austria and
Bank jointly announced they Portugal in recent days have
would work together to provide reached a total of $1.96 trillion.
unlimited short-term funds to
The sums are considered a
make money available to ease maximum, and might not all
the credit freeze.
be spent if the financial crisis
The Bank of Japan said it was eases.
considering a similar move.
The administration on MonTo assist the European banks, day also announced the selecthe Fed said it was taking action of a team of interim mantions to assure enough U.S. dol- agers, picked an outside firm to
lar funds were available to meet help run the program and tapped
demand.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
"The government cannot just Bernanke to head up the overleave people on their own to be sight board guarding against
buffeted about," said British conflicts ofinterest.
Prime Minister Gordon Brown.
More than 100 companies
European governments said had submitted bids to become
they are putting nearly $2 tril- one of the five to 10 firms that
lion on the line to protect the will operate the program to buy
continent's banks through guar- and manage the bad assets from
antees and other emergency financial firms.

PepsiCo cutting 3,300 jobs as
company profit falls 10 percent
VINNIE TONG
Associated Press

NEW YORK

—

PepsiCo announced plans on Tuesday to

Contributor's Meeting Ev

3,300 jobs and close six
plants as it deals with lagging
U.S. drinks sales and a surging
dollar, which will hurt profits
from its rapidly growing international business.
The announcement came as
the global snacks and drinks
maker reported a 9.5 percent
drop in third-quarter profit that
missed Wall Street expectacut

1

tions

The job cuts amount to
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The best urban hip-hop store
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2101 Pyramids Village Blvd. Suite 106
Greensboro, NC 27405
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Do you need to get fresh for homecoming?
At Chosen Image, you can choose from a
variety of the top hip-hop brands and gear up
for the homecoming. We carry the latest fashions and trends
Men's, Women's, Boy Apparels, Shoes, Suits, Accessories,
Bags, Hats

roughly 1.8 percent of PepsiCo's global work force ofabout
185,000 employees.
The cuts will affect managerial and factory jobs both in
and outside the U.S. Most will

be eliminated in the coming
months, ChiefFinancial Officer

Richard Goodman said.

The nation's second-largest
drink maker — whichalso owns
the -Frito-Lay, Tropicana and
Quaker brands — said the cuts
would generate pretax savings
of more than $1.2 billion over
the next three years.
It plans to save $350 million

—

WASHINGTON
A federal appeals court expressed skepticism Tuesday that a landmark
ruling that cigarette makers
deceived the public for decades
about smoking risks could be
supported under racketeering
laws.

r
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statement.

In the third quarter, the company had net income of $1.58
billion, or 99 cents a share,
compared with $1.74 billion, or
$1.06 per share, a year ago.
Revenue grew to $11.2 bil-

Pecoriello said in a note to investors

He said the negative results

would likely drag down the
share prices of other multinational consumer products companies.
PepsiCo shares fell $4.57, or
7.4 percent, to $57.20 in midmorning trading Tuesday.
PepsiCo announced Friday

that it would renew its focus
on carbonated soft drinks with
a marketing campaign to be
lion in the most recent period launched after New Year's.
from $10.17 billion a year ago.
That would be a reversal of
Excluding one-time costs, its strategy to move away from
the company earned $1.06 per soda and toward more expenshare, but that still fell short of sive alternatives, such as sparwhat Wall Street had expected. kling juice, energy drinks and
Purchase, N.Y.-based Pep- ready-to-drink teas.
siCo Inc. also noted that the reGoodman, the CFO, said the
cent surge in the U.S. dollar will company had been planning the
hurt fourth-quarter profit.
campaign over the last several
As aresult, the company now months as aresponse to the conexpects to report 2008 earnings sistent declines in sales volume
per share of $3.67 to $3.68, in the U.S.
"We're looking at re-engagcompared with prior guidance
of$3.72.
ing consumers, keeping the ones
"Pepsi missed consensus we have and making sure we're
operating earnings, lowered getting additional consumers
full year guidance and didn't into the fold," Goodman said.
He added that a lot of carprovide an '09 outlook at this
bonated soft drinks "are very
point,"
Morgan Stanley analyst Bill affordable."

Three-judge panel hears arguments
in landmark 2006 tobacco case
HOPE YEN
AssociatedPress

Your image, your choice...

to $400 million in 2009
"While we can't control the
macro economic situation, we
can enhance PepsiCo's operating agility to respond to the
changing environment," Chief
Executive Indra Nooyi said in a

During oral arguments, the
three-judge panel repeatedly
questioned whether the 2006
ruling by U.S. District Judge
Gladys Kessler had fully laid
out the evidence showing the tobacco companies had conspired
to commit fraud under a law designed to combat mobsters and
other organized criminals.
One judge, David S. Tatel,
noted that the Supreme Court
was reviewing a separate case
alleging deceptive advertising of "light" cigarettes that
could have a "fairly dramatic
impacf'on their decision.
The appeals panel is considering whether to overturn Kessler's ruling, which, if it stands,
could open the door to more
lawsuits from smokers claiming
they were harmed because they
were deceived by cigarette cornpanies

Health groups say the ruling should be upheld with stiff
penalties to remedy decades of
misleading industry advertising
and wrongful behavior.
At the hearing, Philip Morris attorney Miguel Estrada said
tobacco companies might have
sent mixed messages in the past

about the safety ofcigarettes
But he said it was never
proven the companies had conspired in a group enterprise to
commit fraud.
"Ultimately, the essence of
the government's case is, 'We
don't like your industry, we
don't like what you do,'" Estrada said.
Justice Department attorney
Mark Stern countered that evidence at trial showed that top
tobacco executives continued to
assert that cigarettes weren't addictive and market them as such
even as their researchers sug-

gested otherwise.
"Our point is, the top guys
knew," Stern said.
Both the government and the
industry are challenging different aspects of Kessler's ruling,
which barred cigarette companies from using terms such
as "low tar" or "light" in their
marketing, but did not impose
financial penalties.
Cigarette companies say
they did nothing wrong, while
the Justice Department wants
the industry to pay roughly $14
billion for a smoking cessation
program and related efforts.
"The current punishment
does not fitthe magnitude ofthe
crime," said M. Cass Wheeler,
who heads the American Heart
Association and wants the court
to levy billions of dollars in
penalties against tobacco companies.
"That money should be used
for education and cessation programs to break the cycle of ad-

diction, not to entice children
and adults to start and maintain
a very deadly habit."
Murray Garnick, an associate general counsel with Altria
Group Inc., the parent company
of Philip Morris USA Inc., said
the government had failed to
prove its case.
Tobacco companies have
long since improved the way
they market cigarettes, he said.
"This is an extraordinary
case that never should have
been brought under the RICO
statute," Garnick said.
- In her ruling, Kessler said
she lacked authority to order
them to pay the billions of dollars the government had sought.
Instead, she ordered the companies to publish in newspapers
and on their Web sites "corrective statements" on the adverse
health effects and addictiveness
ofsmoking and nicotine.
Kessler also barred tobacco
companies from labeling cigarettes as "low tar," '"light," "ultra light" or "mild," since such
cigarettes have been found to be
no safer than others because of
how people smoke them.
In her ruling in the longrunning case, the judge said,
"Over the course of more than
50 years, defendants lied, misrepresented and deceived the
American public, including
smokers and the young people
they avidly sought as 'replacement smokers,' about the devastating health effects of smoking and environmental tobacco
smoke (secondhand smoke)."
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Get your facts straight voters

The changing faces of HBCUs

I am amazed

Part 1 of 4: The new kids on the block
I was walking across campus
the other day, and I couldn't
help but overhear a conversation
someone a few feet in front of
me was having about HBCUs.
This would seem like a
typical conversation on a Black
campus, but what I heard was
well out of the norm.
"Girl, this is a BLACK
school, why are all these white

kids here? Don't they know
what HBCU stands for?"
Wow, I thought to myself.
How ignorant. It is true that
Black
HISTORICALLY
Colleges and Universities have
HISTORICALLY been majority
AfricanAmerican in enrollment,
and that this is still the case
today?
But that's just it, it is

HISTORIC, meaning in the
past, and does not necessarily
apply to the present day.
I for one was actually excited
to see a lot more diversity on
campus this year.
To me it means that other
ethnicities are placing value in
the power of HBCUs, which
is something we should all be
proud of.
But as I started to think about
what that young lady said, I
realized that a lot of people on
this campus, and on a lot of
otherHBCU campuses think the
same way.

I

see black
students treating
the "new kids
on the block"
like they are
less than human
sometimes, and
treat them
as
if they do not
belong here.
I
Maybe
missed the memo

Dexter

MULLINS

that said only black people were
allowed to attend A&T, but I'm
pretty sure the diversity won't

replaced.
The reality is thatHBCUs
are not being "bleached," but
reinvented.
And honestly, without
our "new kids" choosing to
put their education in our
capable hands, we would
probably be stuck up a creek
without a paddle.
We need them to survive
just as much as they need us
to teach them.

People are resisting the
change that is inevitably coming
hurt.
our way. It's almost like people
And when I say diversity, want HBCU's to be exclusively
I don't mean just black and Black, but no one seems to
white: there are more Hispanic, realize that a mentality like that
Asian, Native American, and would set us back so many years
International students flocking in the struggle for equality.
Like so many ofyou, I came
to HBCUs these days than ever
before.
to A&T to get the "black"
Even here at A&T, we experience, but I am also
have seen an increase in our fully aware that part of that
university's ethnic chemistry experience is embracing the
each year.
changes and challenges that we
There were more than 700 face each day.
We live in a global society.
white students here last year,
Gone are the days of the black
and over 150 Asian students.
So if we all claim to be and white side of town.
We no longer have the
"tolerant" and "accepting" of
other people, why this attitude luxury ofpushing our Hispanic
of defensiveness?
brothers and sisters away, and
Why the segregation in instead of resisting; it's time to
an already segregated world? adapt.
WHY?
Each time I see a student
It's simple really: we are who isn't black on campus, I
afraid that we will become make sure to stop and speak

the last.

This past weekend was my
17th straight homecoming and it
was the worst that I have ever
experienced.
It was worse than the
1993 homecoming when our
undefeated Aggies took on the
undefeated Howard Bison and
we lost 41-35 in overtime. Our
season went into a downward

the football team's play was
Saturday itall starts at the top
and that means the coach.
Lee Fobbs coaching and
decision making since he
has been at A&T has been
questionable.
His choice last week not
to go for two against Central
already had some people
calling for his head.
Even Fobbs admitted to
the team they were not well
coached, so what does that say

spiral after t
It was worse
than the 1998
homecoming

against BethuneCookman when
we again lost in
overtime, costing
us a spot in the
Dwight
Heritage Bowl.
This one was MORRIS
worst
because
the football team did something
that I didn'tthink was possiblethey played uninspired on about him?
I know that he came with a
homecoming, which to me is
probably the most disrespectful recommendation from former
thing you can do as a football Grambling State Coach Doug
Williams who was the coach
player wearing blue and gold.
Never in my life have I seen that we were really after,
a homecoming crowd disappear but how a man with no head
with the quickness like they did coaching experience gets a one
ofthe best jobs in black college
this past Saturday.
It would have been different football is really beyond my
if we were blowing out Morgan understanding.
State the way we did Howard in
We have some of the best
1999 51-0, but no, we were the facilities of all the HBCUs and
ones getting blowing out this we should not be struggling. It's
amazing to me that when there
day.
However, as uninspiring as
was hardly any money for the

them, because I'm sure
that someone else has given
them that sideways glance or
mumbled something smart
under their breath.
How ironic is it that one of
the main purposes of HBCUs
was to educate us and teach to
cope with a changing world,
and here we are over a century
later, and this time WE are the
oppressors.
Have we forgotten what it
was like when it was our turn
to be the "new kids on the
block?"
Think about how difficult
it must have been for that first
black student at NC State or
Stanford.
We all know what it's like
to sit in a packedroom and feel
like the only person there, like
every set of eyes is burning
into the back ofour skulls.
If you didn't like it, what
makes you think the one
Native American student
sitting in a packed NCB
auditorium does?
No one wants to be treated
any differently, but we all let
ignorance, stereotypes, and
fear cloud our judgment.
I look for more diversity,
and I expect more common
sense on grounds ofour world
changing campuses, new kids
included.
to

in
candidates
this election, on
both sides, and
have made up
theirminds based

■J
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However, now that money
is being put into the program,
and we are struggling, does
a change to need to be made
now or before next season?
I think we need a change
if we want to get out of this
continuous losing funk that
we cannot seem to break.
Some of you might be
thinking how would that make
anything better?
Things can't get too much
worse. But the only opinion
that counts around here is AD
Wheeler Brown. I think that
its impossible to ignore an
empty stadium.
There are a lot of cries
ofanger from the alumni and
supporters ofthe football team.
In my opinion Lee Fobbs' final
straw has been pulled and he
is all of out chances. We need
to move on.

J

I

LaPorsha

the material, but she then
made copies of it and
distributed it herself.
It is laughable that people do
not research and check sources
before they run with something
that they read.
I feel that it is a given that
there are people who are not
going to vote for Obama simply
because he is black.
Our country has a history
deeply rooted in racism, but I
am shocked that people try to
disguise the "real" reason why

LOWRY

incorrect

speculation,
What is most baffling to me
is that they have the nerve to
try to make a valid argument to
others and change their minds
based on downright ignorance.
I always knew that this point
in time would come where
people would be extremely
vocal against Obama because
of his race.
However, I didnot think that
a candidate would ever have they won't vote for him.
They might say that he is
to defend the other because a
statement made by one of his inexperienced or unqualified,
or her own supporters.
but I would respect them a little
However, I never thought more if they just came out and
that it would get so bad that a say it
candidate would have to defend
And saying that she didn't
the other because of what his trust him because he was
or her own supporter said "Arab" just proves how truly
I would reword this sentence a racial our good old American
society is
little bit.
I do think that there are
It seems awkward. Gayle
a
John
McCain
black
people who are voting for
Quinnell,
supporter said at a campaign Obama just because he is black
rally on October 10th in or are voting against McCain
Minnesota that she did not because he is old.
I still think that people
trust Barack Obama because
should be completely informed
he was an Arab.
McCain about the candidates before
Thankfully,
corrected her and took the making such a choice.
At least they can know what
microphone back from her.
I actually feel for McCain ethnicity they truly are. It's not
slightly, (and I must stress that hard.
slightly) because he had to

year, another

homecoming,
and yet another
hood concert.
Before I go any
further, I just
want to make
one thing clear:
I love rap, and I Dexter
love hip-hop.
MULLINS
However,
I also love r&b, neo-soul,
and a wide variety of other
genres ofmusic. I will admit
that it was cool to have a
mini-concert at the pep rally,
partially because it was free,
but it's just too much ofthe
same over and over again. I
know how much we all love
Weezy, (that's why he was
here two years in a row) but
I also know that there are a
lot of students who have been
dissapointed withhomecoming every year.
I'm talking about the stu-

dents who get frustrated with
all the people that come to the
colisuem and smoke weed in
front ofthem, get drunk in the
parking lot and trash campus
as they head to or come back
from the "hood" concert.
I'm also talking about
the people that feel like they
wasted $40 on a ticket to
see someone perform and
they have to wait for over
an hour because the artist is
preoccupied with his/her weed
backstage.
And I'm also talking

agg liejife
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volunteers.
Not only did she keep

Another

every year.
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She said that she got
this information from the
library and from pamphlets
distributed by other McCain

Too much'hood1 in my homecoming

program with no field house,
no big screen scoreboard and
no lights, we could almost
count on winning 7 to 9 games
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of the issues

about

The last straw with Coach Fobbs
The 2008 season began with
great promise for the A&T
football team. They put an end
to their infamous losing streak
by dominating Johnson C. Smith
in the opener.
Then, they won a physical
hard fought game against our
interstate rivals Winston-Salem
State. The season appeared to
have great promise and there
was talk offinishing at or around
.500 which would have been
considered a great turnaround.
However, the all too familiar
feeling has come across the
Aggie Nation of loss after
loss every Saturday, each loss
hurting just a little bit more than

take up for Obama, whom he
disagrees with on 99 percent

at how many
are
people
blatantly
misinformed

fnan ! ci never let my$£W
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about the people who get
frustrated with just how
dangerous the neighborhood
can become around this one
time of year, because our
homecoming lineup attracts
a certain type ofindivdual.
I hate to say it, but I
really feel like sometimes
A&T asks for the thugs and
criminals to walk on the
yard when we justput our
name on everything.
I mean, T-pain is cool, and
I wouldn't mind seeing him at
the concert. But I also wouldn't
mind seeing Alicia Keys,
John Legend, Erykah Badu,
N.E.R.D., Lupe Fiasco, or
anyone who reaches more than
one audience.

And I love my black people,
but all ofus are not respectful enough to not steal, trash
campus, or respect the laws of
the land.
I'm willing to bet that there
are just as many people on
campus that would pay the
same amount of money to see
the same people I just named as
their are people who paid to see
Young Jeezy and friends.
Instead of going to the concert, my friends and I decided
to go see a play, and it was
probably one ofthe best experiences ofmy homecoming this
year, and I had a lot of good
times

Just a word of advice: not
everyone wants to see campus
turn into South Central for the
weekend
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When Bears attack
Morgan State Bears maul Aggies 41-3 in homecoming game
CARLTON BROWN
Contributor

The Morgan State Bears
spoiled the Aggie faithful festivities with a staggering 41-3
victory Saturday in Greensboro
giving the team their 5 th consecutive loss this season.
Both offenses came out of
the game with an array of
game plans, from play action,
schemes, quarterback options,
and direct snaps to their tailbacks.
On the opening drive of the
first quarter the Aggies struggled to get the offense moving
going three and out in the first
series of the game.
To make matters worse a short
punt by sophomore kicker Eric
Houston kept the team deep in
Morgan State University territory, giving the Bears excellent
field position to start the game.
Resulting in an 18-yard field
goal by Morgan State Senior kicker James Meade, the
Bear's offense continued to
rally against the A&T defense
on the ground as well as in the
air moving the ball throughout
the quarter.
Morgan State junior Quarterback Carlton Jackson threw a
38-yard pass to freshman wide
out Winfred Diggs giving the
Bears a quick 10-0 lead at the
end of thefirst quarter.
In the second quarter the Aggie offense misread the Bear's
defense which led Junior Quarterback Carlton Fears to throw
a costly interception with 9:24

PH0TO BY LEROYV. MIKELLIII -THE A&T REGISTER

MORGAN STATE

UNIVERSITY comerback applies a big hit during A&T's homecoming games Saturday, October 11,2008. The Aggies fall to 2-5,

left in the half.
With all the momentum going the Bears way, the Aggie

showed a brief sign of life,
holding the bears deep in A&T
territory, resulting in a much

needed field goal by Eric Houston in the final seconds of the
2nd quarter to send the score to

10-3 going into halftime
The Morgan State offense, led
by Junior Quarterback Carlton
Jackson, used a multiple of offensive weapons, mainly sophomore running back Devan
James to hike the score from
a competitive 10-3 at halftime
to a whooping 34-3 in a fifteen
minute span.
Making a capacity crowd of
cheerful fans at the beginning
of the game head for the exit
signs by the end of the quarter,
"They kicked our fannies," said
Aggie Head Coach Lee Fobbs,
whose frustrations were evident
in the post game press conference. "Were not a very good
football team right now."
The Aggie offense, using a
two-quarterback system, still
only accumulated 23 yards of
passing throughout the entire
game, going 0 for 16 on thirddown conversions.
When a commentator briefly
asked what the team must do
to compete the answer simply
was "Well, one is catch the
dang football, that's one," said
Fobbs stating that on any level
23 yards of passing efficiency
won't get it done.
It is painfully evident for the
Aggie faithful that this Homecoming team was not the same
team that started the season
2-0. "The basic fundamentals
of football," said Fobbs, "[are]
tacking, blocking, and running."

These adjustments will be
made for the remainder of the
season,

Lady Aggies fall to Rattlers
in ESPN volleyball debut
LAPORSHA LOWRY
Contributor

U.S. AIR FORCE

R'O'T'C

Knowing that they were playing live on television against
the 7-time MEAC champion
Florida A&M Rattlers might
have been an intimidating
factor for the Lady Aggies on

Sunday night.
They lost 3-0 (22-25, 20,
16) in Corbett Sports Center,
despite playing a close match
filled with several rallies that
came up short in the end.

INTERNING WITH US
ISN'T ROCKET SCIENCE.
THEN AGAIN, MAYBE IT IS.
The U.S. Air Force is looking for electrical, computer and environmental
engineering students who want to work with some of the most advanced
technology in the world and at the same time get paid well to do it. If all this
sounds intriguing to you, contact AFROTC and learn how you can spend
your summer on the cutting edge.
Pay is $4,500 for 10 weeks
Round-trip airfare, lodging and living expenses
Rental car
Students who complete the program may be offered AFROTC scholarships
Pays 100% of tuition and fees

$900/year for books
$400-500 tax-free monthly stipend
Call 1-336-334-7707 or visit AFROTC.com

lose focus very easily, and we
are young so we do not seem to
be able stay mentally tough."
Samara Ferraz led the Rattlers was who finished with 13
kills and a .391 hitting percentage. Jovana Blazeski added 11
kills and six digs.
Junior defensive specialist
Stacey Malone started a rally
with a service ace when the
Aggies trailed the Rattlers 2419 in the first set.
An attack error by FAMU's
Maria Gomez and block assists from Mitchell and Avignon Williams moved the Aggies to within two at 24-22.
But the Rattlers took the first
set with a service error by the

The Aggies played well when
they were down and were able
to make runs, but the Rattlers
had too much firepower.
The Aggies made crucial
Aggies.
mistakes in critical moments.
The Rattlers opened up a
The Rattlers extended their
lead in the second set
20-9
MEAC regular-season streak
to 100 games in front of a before the Aggies battled back
national-television audience and were within three, 23-20
after Mitchell slammed down
watching on ESPNU.
Leading the Aggies with 10 a kill from the back row. But
kills was junior hitter Tiffany back-to-back Gomez kills
ended any hopes the Aggies
Mellette.
had of rallying to take the set.
She managed a hitting perAfter dropping the third set
centage of .200, which was
her best of the season. Junior to the Rattlers, the Aggies
Janae Mitchell finished with put their hopes of making the
seven kills and eight digs and 2008 MEAC Tournament in
freshman middle Breanne jeopardy.
The Aggies (3-18) are 0-3
Dotstry added five blocks.
the MEAC South and must
in
SchmieHead coach Lyndsay
del said her team not being play the two top teams, Betable to finish runs is more hune-Cookman and FAMU,
on the road. The top four
mental than anything.
"We played a tough match teams from each division, the
and they are defending con- MEAC North and South, adference champs. However, we vance to the tournament.

AGGIES
RUNDOWN
VOLLEYBALL
NORTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
MD Eastern Shore
Howard
Delaware State

MEAC

OVR.

17-7
9-13
8-9
3-23
2-19

Hampton
Morgan State
Coppin State

0-16

SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
South Carolina State
North Carolina A&T

MEAC

OVR.

1-2
0-3

6-9
6- 11
4-19
7- 17
3-18

MEAC

OVR

3-1

THIS WEEK'S GAME
Friday
vs. Norfolk State
Corbett Sports Center

6 p.m.

Sunday
@ South Carolina State
Orangeburg, SC
noon

FOOTBALL
TEAM
Hampton
South Carolina State
Delaware State
Bethune-Cookman
Morgan State

Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Howard
North Carolina A&T
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Saturday
@ Delaware State

Dover, DE
1 p.m.

AROUND

SPORTS

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ATLANTA (AP)— This week's
coaching change at Clemson
showed Paul Johnson that university presidents and athletic
directors have short memories
when it comes to games won
by an embattled coach.What
have you done for me lately is
no longer the valid question,
according to Johnson."It's a
'what have you done for me
yesterday' business," Johnson said Tuesday, one day
after Clemson coach Tommy
Bowden resigned.

NFL JONES LEADER ON
AND OFF THE FIELD
NEW JERSEY(AP)—Thomas

Jones huddles with the New
York Jets' other running
backs an hour or two before
every game and lets loose
from the heart. Jones, the
son of Virginia coal miners, is
so grounded perhaps by the
fact that football isn't all that
defines him. He's a budding
businessman who recently
started his own music production company, Outta Pocket
Entertainment, and signed
promising Atlanta-based R&B
singer Myko (MEE-ko).

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS
BOSTON (AP)—The Boston Red
Sox are putting slumping
leadoff man Jacoby Ellsbury
on the bench.J.D. Drew took
over Ellsbury's spot at the top
ofthe batting order for Game
4 of the AL championship
series against Tampa Bay.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Are you
registered
to VOTE?
Verify your registration
in North Carolina today.
GO ONLINE:
www.sboe.state.nc.us/content.aspx?id=23
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Talented Aggies rip the runway
SHANICE JARMON
Contributor
Its Homecoming Ya'll! Everyone
seemed to be feeling the spirit, so much
that they piled into Carolina Theatre for
the A&T Talent Explosion.
Thursday night was the night for
Aggies to show offwhat they had.
Students and Alumni got to see what
diverse and most of all talented people
they had amongst them at the show.
The show kicked off at 7pm with
the new HTDOGWTR line by designer
Jeffery Sawyer. The line featured jeans,
t-shirts, blazers, hats and suitcases, all
equipped with the infamous hot dog in
water logo. Anybody that remembers the
come up ofthis line was very pleased by
howfar along it has come.
Model Jeannette Evans said, "We
worked Monday through Friday for
two weeks but not only did we learn the
routine we also learned about the history
and passion Jeffhas for HTDOGWTR."
This is the first fourth year the line has
been up and running,
"You can expect more exclusive, and
pushing everything to the edge," said

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

THE SECRET LIFE OF
BEES is coming to theaters
on October 17th. This heartfelt drama is filled with stars
such as Dakota Fanning,
Queen Latifah, Alicia Keys,
and Jennifer Hudson.Two
friends (Fanning and Hudson)
runaway from home to try to
solve a mystery surrounding
one of their mothers and end
up finding three sisters.

Sawyer.
Sawyer wasn't the only fashion guru

who displayed his work at the explosion.
Constance Poole, now a grad student but
attended undergrad at A&T showed off
her "conceited clothing" line.
Poole showed her great range by
displaying that she not onlycan create her
own stuff, she also can enhance anything
you have. Her line includes shirts and
jewelry to corsets and jeans.
Her friend Jennifer Kennedy, an
employee at the multi cultural student
center, helped run and promote the stand
while Poole showed off her designs by
wearing some ofher work.
Syene Jasmine also had a display.
"Everybody should be registered by
now" Syene said explaining why their
table was so slow that night, "but it's
always that few. Bow Wow is going to
be here tomorrow so it's a good chance
people will come out and still register."
While fashion was outside, everything
from spoken word, dancing, singing,

-S.J

PHOTO BYBRITTANY HANEY -THE A&T REGISTER
HOMECOMING TALENT EXPLOSION Exposed talentedaggies inlcuding, alum jeffreylee, who created htdogwtr. models were making a fierce statement as theyripped the runway and posed in
his new line of obama parafernalia during the show, at Carolina theatre, Wednesday, October 8.

rapping, and modeling was happening
inside. Acts included spoken word
performances by Separate but Equal,
The
Movement dance troupe
performing to Kylie Minogue's
"Speakerphone", the rap duo called
"Cutting up", and the Verge modeling
troupe reenacting the movie "Coming to
America".
"Fashion goes beyond a magazine,

we're bringing it to the runway," said
verge model Sargent Nelson.

Verge was the last on the stage and
summed up the whole night as being
" Fierce!" was how Verge models nothing short oftalented.
LaKeisha White and Arista Ratchord
This event definitely kicked off
described their show.
the Homecoming weekend right by
"We worked very long hours until two reminding everyone that while we are
in the morning to put on a good show in school to learn were also in school to
for the school. Fashion is a priority and learn from each other and the example
I hope A&T likes it," said Verge Vice A&T's talented put out on the stage was
something to be followed.
President Renee Thomas.

ALBUM EXAM

MOVIEW REVIEW

Spike Lee's 'Mircale
at St. Anna'shows
the other side of war

Raphael Saadiq's makes a comeback
with his"gospeldelic"album
STACIE BAILEY

BRIAN WASHINGTON
Contributor

StaffWriter

"Miracle at St. Anna" is the heroic yet tragic
tale ofthe 92nd infantry (also known as the Buffalo Soldiers) who were separated from their
troop while saving an Italian boy and left to
make it back to safety without the help or support from the U.S.
Spike Lee explores many different themes in
this movie, from the partisan participation ofthe
Italians, complexes between men of color and
their philosophy's on race relations, and treatment ofAfrican-Americans in World War II.
Though this movie is greatly needed to show
what our people went through in WWII, it seems
a little bit cluttered, rushed, and just sloppy.
I love all the themes depicted throughout the
movie.Lee pays homage to some ofourcountry's
forgotten and unsung heroes— men who risked
their lives but had to come back to a country that
still treated them as second-class citizens.
This film has received criticism from both the
Italian and U.S governments regarding the accuracy ofthe movie.
Lee stated in rebuttal, "I am not apologizing."
He believes Italians have "...history you have
yet to come to grips with. This film is our interpretation, and I stand behind it".
"Miracle at St. Anna" is a wonderful discussion piece. It should provide some long awaited
gratitude for people such as my uncle and grandfather whorisked their lives for this country.
If you are in the mood for a Spike Lee film,
this is what you have been waiting for.
From the usual feel of the music to the token
gems that have been synonymies with Spike Lee
Films this movie probably will not go down in
your rolodex as one of the top war movies ofall
time, but you still should go see it!

If you've ever snuck into your
parents' album collections or
remember the classics songs you
heard on the "old folk's" radio when
you were a kid, you'll get a feeling
ofnostalgia when you hear Raphael
Saadiq's third album, "The Way I
See It." The album was released on
Sept. 16 and his first single, "Love
That Girl," hit radios earlier this
summer.
The Grammy award winning

producer, songwriterand artist began
his career with soulful family trio,
"Tony! Toni! Tone!" He continued
to make music with a group named
"Lucy Pearl," which included "En
Vogue's" own Dawn Robinson
and "A Tribe Called Quest's", Ali
Shaheed Muhammad. Saadiq's solo
career began with his album, "Instant
Village" (2002), giving listeners a
taste of his unmistakable talent and
heritage.
Saadiq, born Raphael Wiggins,
calls his music "gospeldelic," due to
the influence of gospel, psychedelic
and funkadelic music growing up in
Oakland, Calif.
His latest album, "The Way I
See It," features artists such as Joss
Stone, Jay-Z and the legendary
Stevie Wonder.
It's like going back in time to
an era of easy listening and real
situations about love and the roller
coasters it entails. The first song,
"Sure Hope You Mean It," gives an

impression ofthe Temptations with
a timeless message of showing real
love.
The inspiration for the album
arose from a trip to Costa Rica and
the Bahamas.
During his visit, he noticed
everybody was listening to classic
soul music and he was inclined
to reinvent the sounds of the 60's
and 70's to provide something new
yet remarkably familiar to current
mainstream.
The single, "Love That Girl," tells
the tale of a young man in love with
the very essence of a girl that he just
can't believe it's true. "Every man in
this place, would love to be in her
space," he sings. "Never Give You
Up" continues the romantic feeling
of finding the right one as Wonder
chimes in on the harmonica for the

bridge.
As theromantic journeycontinues,
his song, "Calling," describes his

frustration and disappointment as he
tries to call her to no avail.
The song begins in Spanish and
uses a smooth guitarsound to soothe
the ears and help the listener relate
to the tone of the song. Like every
song, it is a feeling that anyone who
has ever been in love can relate to.
"Sometimes," the last track on
the album before the bonus track,
sums up the main idea of the cd as
Saadiq explains that even when you
try your hardest, "...it hurts inside
sometimes."
Jay-Z appears on the last song,
which is a kind of remix to the

original song "Oh Girl," which also
appears on the album.

The album cover, which displays
Saadiq emotionally singing at the
microphone, is reminiscent of a
classic Ray Charles vinyl record.
He doesn't imitate nor sample
the sensation of 60s and 70s soul,
instead he recreates his own version
of it. For its timeless approach to
the continuous changes of today's
music, the album deserves an "A."

L So, should we do 23 questions this week in honor of every yard passed? 2. Who's a better leader, Fobbs or Bush? 3. Does he get his gameplan
from EA Sports? 4.Should everyone get a refund check for the homecoming game? 5. Did anyone else see the Alumni cheerleaders? 6. What
made T-Pain think he could steal the show? 7. Is it that voicebox? 8. Wasn't that proposal at coronation nice? 9. But did anybody understand the
video? 10. How many times are the Deltas and Sigmas going to win the stepshow? 11. Should we change the name to the Delta/Sigma invitational? 12. Why did the high schoolers out-step all the Greeks? 13. Should they be whooped for their background music? 14. Why do people have
house parties in dorm sized rooms? 15. Don't you hate when you text someone and they call you? 16. Was your teacher the one who threw the
exam during homecoming week? 17. How badly did you fail? 18. How did you feel about the front page? 19. Came out "straight," didn't it? 20.
Would you be as upset if it was two chicks?

INDIANA JONES THE
KINGDOM OF THE
CRYSTAL SKULL comes
back 20 years later with
Harrison Ford. If you missed
this action packed adventure
on movie screens it is now on
DVD for you to take home.
He teams up with his headstrong young side kick, Shia
LaBeouf to take on enemies
who threaten the world.

LISA LAMPANELLI will be
at the Greensboro Colisuem
Saturday, October 18th at 8
p.m. The comedian that holds
no bar will insight laughter
to all. Tickets are available at
ticketmaster.com for $34.75.
Arrive early so you will not
be the comedians next target.
No cameras or recorders are
allowed in Coliseum.
-A.H

MR. GAMMA PAGEANT is
tonight at 7:22 p.m. in Exhibit Hall. Watch male contestants try to win the spot of
Mr. Gamma as they compete
in a "Garden of Eden" theme
based pageant. Come early
because it is sure to be a
packed out event as people
are waiting to see who will
be crowned next.

